


Why?

In the last two years we have been travelling a lot around Europe doing classes 

and workshops. Some of our students have loved our style and/or pedagogy so 

much that they are always eager to have more. 

Unluckily, travelling abroad for private class is very expensive and not always 

practical. 

Also often during workshops the level of participants is very  varied, with a lot of 

beginners and therefore we cannot offer very advanced topics. 

This penalizes our most advanced students.

For this reason we had more and more requests, during the last period, for a 

Masterclass and we decided to accept the challenge.

This Masterclass offers intensive training, advanced topics and will be attended 

only by confirmed riggers. The best way to have a full immersion in our system. 



When, where?

We chose Prague because it’s a perfect city for a Masterclass. First of all the currency change is very

favorable to people from the Euro zone. This means that food and other expenses are very convenient. In

other cities of Europe 5 days of hotel, food and transport can cost thousands of Euros. In Prague this will be

much cheaper.

Also Prague is a touristic city, there are low cost flights from most European cities at convenient rates and

plenty of small cheap hotels. The metro system is clean, fast and cheap, and our venue is a just 400mt from a

metro station, so no problem moving from and to the city center or your hotel.

And do not forget Prague is beautiful, so well worth a visit!

Prague, 8 to 12 October 2014 



What can you expect to learn?
As our followers know, Wildties has developed his own personal style. His

rope is directly inspired from Naka Ryu, with a little bit more dynamism and

transitions that come from his previous styles. Also communication and body

handling are done in a very personal way that made his shows so appreciated

throughout Europe. Also he is known for the excellent aesthetics, so powerful

and traditional in look, that have granted him compliments from more than

one Japanese master.

All this is what we call the LuXuria system, and this Masterclass is an

intensive journey in our way of tying. We will cover all the technical part of

some of the most traditional suspensions as well of some of our own personal

ones. Floorwork in Semenawa style will not be neglected as well as some of

the most extreme techniques for rope torture.

Aesthetics is so important for us that a part of everyday work will be focus on 

this subject. Through the use of multimedia as videos and pictures, we will 

analyze all the main concepts of Japanese rope aesthetics.

One of our main prides is that we teach people how to play and have fun and 

kinky sex through rope. This is why we will talk and teach extensively our 

communication and body handling techniques. 

Every subject will be covered in a much deeper way than in usual workshops. The workshop is entirely in English but you 

can expect some translation in Czech, French or Italian when needed.



Requirements for riggers/models?

In order to participate you must be a confirmed rigger. If we do not know you

personally we require you to send us a link to an uncut video featuring a full

suspension. This is a very advanced class and it does not fit everybody.

Attending without the necessary basis would slow down other participants as

well as being dangerous for your model.

Models too need to be experienced. They must be fit and with a good

experience in suspension. We will do some very tough Semenawa rope work

and especially we will do lots of hours a day of training. Please consider well

you experience before asking to participate.

Only 10 places are available, and, at the moment of issuing this document, 5

are already gone. So if you are interested hurry up and book your

KinbakuLuXuria Masterclass!



How is the venue?
The venue is incredibly well equipped. Unlike many workshops were single suspension points are provided,

this venue will have plenty of bamboo beams, which fits better our style. There are also vertical post that we

will use to tie some very traditional Japanese ties that very rarely we can show elsewhere due to the lack of

this architectural feature.

The space is big, everybody will work comfortably. We will have a projector for all the multimedia contents.

The venue is 400 mt from a metro station. All info on how to get to the venue will be given privately to

participant.

What to bring?What to bring?

What to bring?
To take full benefit from our Masterclass you should bring at least 10 pieces of rope. Jute is 

preferred to hemp. Diameter between 5 and 6mm. Length can vary between 7 and 8 meters 

though our recommendation (for average size models) is around 7,30 mt. Loose or medium lay 

rope fits better our style, please avoid super tight layed double ply rope.  Bring rope that you 

already broke in, we will tie a lot and it must be easy on your hands and on the model.

Safety sheers or rescue hook. Mandatory.

While you can bring gear like rings and karabiners, they will not be used. We will tie in our own 

style so either on bamboo, beams, posts or on rope rigging points.

A mat if you want to be comfortable on floorwork. We will not provide the because we never use 

them.  Comfortable clothes for tops and bottoms. 



How much?
The price for the 5 days is 500 Euros. Considering that our workshops of 4 hours range between 120 and 140

euros per couple, and that our private tuition costs 60 Euro per hour the math is easy… 7 hours a day of

intensive advanced teaching for 100 Euros. Bargain!

And as mentioned above we have chosen a city that will make your travel and stay affordable.

Details for payment will be given privately to inscribed participants.

For all info and booking contact: freebri@gmail.com


